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Do you have problems with a lazy phone? Look no further because we've just got the right applications to the tune and turbo charging your phone instantly. Android phones and tablet works under the same principle as desktop computers and notebooks that have a processor and RAM. And, just like any
other electronic device, they also experience failure. You can experience issues such as a full RAM or a slow processor. Luckily, there are tons of applications to help you speed up your phone. Here are some of the best reminder apps for Android.1Tap CleanerOne in the best way to boost your phone's
speed by clearing it in unnecessary clues, and what better way to do it than in a cache cleanliness. 1Tap Cleaner is a free cache cleaner that clears storage space from your Android device. The app works by free storage space by removing temporary files left by applications. You can manually clean up
your phone's cache files to select apps or clear all the files in one sweep. The app also shows the total storage size the space you have left, making it easier for you to analyze whether your phone needs cleaning or not.1Tap Cleaner also supports automatic mode, where the app is clearing unwanted files
within a time range. The free version allows you to clean your cache with an interval of three days or weekly. More options are not closed available in the full version. Android AssistantThere is nothing better than having an assistant with you and with android assistants, rest assured your phone will stay in
tip-top form. Android Assistant offers a wide variety of tools and utilities that will help boost your phone. The app can help you with monitoring your phone status, clean and manage your device, and enjoy one-click reinforcement for your phone. On the app's main screen you can find three tabs, namely
the monitor, process, and tool. Each table has its own specific function. In the Managed tab, you'll see your system information and status, such as that for CPU, battery, memory, and the likes. There is also a Quick Boost button that will automatically kill all the pre-selected apps and free system
resources on your phone. CPU tuner (rooted phone) tuner CPU (rooted phones) is a lot like Defender Ji or other battery saving applications, but the app will only work on rooted Android devices. The app's main function is right – speed up your phone's CPU with data connections, and synchronization, to



help you save more on battery life and boost your phone's performance. You can configure it in predefined settings that will be automatically triggered when your phone meets a certain condition or drops below a certain doorstep. It can also automatically adjust CPU speed to save battery life, most
especially when your phone is in designed mode. CPU Tuners have a steam learning curve and we recommend it for advanced users as the app is somewhat more complex compared to other stiff applications. There are many configurations and settings that you can tweak CPU Tuners, and because of
that alone, we won't recommend it to Android first-time users. Gemini App Manager App Manager App is a great tool for managing all your Android applications. Similar to most managed applications, Gemini App Manager does not require you to have a root device. Compared to similar apps such as
Phone2SD and SD2Phone, Gemini separates itself from the package by offering batch moving to applications. Not only is the app an application manager, it also functions as a killer to work quite the same as Android Assistant process manager. You can selectively kill applications running in the
background and Gemini can kill a single app or kill all apps given to your phone that supplement it needs. The app only offers basic fontation but letting you manage your application in Batch is a good way to free some space into your phone's internal storage. The app also features a widget that you can
download separately. Android Booster FREEEvery Android devices need an increase every time in a while and that in mind, Android Free Booster is just the right application to fix the sluggishness of your phone. Considered one of the best android optimization tools on the Google Play Store, the app is
widely used by more than 4 million users worldwide. What makes Android Booster the free choice of many users is the fact that it features all the essential tools to boost your phone. Android Booster Free features a memory reminder, a task killer, app manager, traffic controller, battery power controller, a
file manager, and a widget. All of these features are free. If you have problems with insufficient memory space, let the app's memory reminder help you free up some space. SD Speed Increase Faster Boost Applications These Days require a root device and SD speed increase is certainly one them. SD
Speed Increase is an application boosting speed that tries to beef up your SD record card rate by increasing its default cache size. The app is easy to use. All you need to do is open the application and place it to a higher cache size and press the button. Since SD cache size is not maintained after your
device's reboot, SD speed increments have an option to automatically reset it every time your device reboot. However, the developer has made points that the app cannot work on all Android devices. Although the speed increase may not be that noticeable, it's still worth the try. You need to have a root
device, though. Memory Booster – RAM OptimizerHaving Spacious RAM means that you can have more free space for other apps running in the background. More importantly, it's turbo charging your phone. Memory Booster – RAM optimizer, developed by Imoblife, is a reinforced speed application that
frees up your phone RAM and in turn speeds up your phone. Just like Android Assistant, Memory Booster features a quick Boost button that automatically chooses which apps to kill and who they keep in memory. You can also manually select process if Memory Booster kills some Important apps you run
in the background. Going with the full version of Memory Booster will unlock some other features, such as a schedule that kills apps within a specific time frame. You can also set up memory door kill apps only when the desired doorstep is met. Other features include an aggressive level mode that can
free up even more memory. Speed boost LiteThis free app called Speed Lite already provides a lot of the speed-boosting functions that it pays to counterpart, Cleaner system speeds, also provides. For many Android fans, the Lite features are enough. What Speed Features Boost Lite Lets You Enjoy?
For one, it allows you to kill memory-hogging apps and manufacture data keys in your phone's cache with RAM. These left data not only take up space, but also slow your device's performance. Giving you run speeds to boost Lite every once in a while – it doesn't have to be every day, it seems – you'll
experience a rise in your phone speed. Many app users who have tried this app on older devices tested the boost at speeds provided by the app. It's also better to uninstall apps that you don't use yet; this, plus speed boosting Lite, seems to be a good tandem. If you want the auto-clean feature and the
ability to control your phone's CPU, try the paid version of the app. The dev, as well as many of the app's users, oath by doubling at their phone speeds after using the app. SetCPU for SetCPU Root Users for root users, you can now increase and overclock your phone's CPU speed. Supercharge your
Android phone and active down your phone's speeds in just a matter of seconds. You can automate CPU clock moving to SetCPU profiles that enable change your phone's processing speed when a certain condition is met. This is a great feature, as SetCPU can help your device save battery using less
CPU power during Idle mode. SetCPU is great for first-time Android users and professionals alike. SetCPU also includes a voltage control menu that will help users save battery by undervolting their phone CPU. In general, Setting CPU is a great tool for boosting your phone's clock speed and at the same
time helps you save battery by undervolting your phone during foolish times. Android speed booster FREESpeed up your phone easily and automatically with Android speed booster free. Using the app will let you turbo charge your phone as the app will free free CPU resources that cause battery to pour
onto your phone system speed. The app is easy to use and can perform a variety of tasks that are not only limited to boosting your phone. There's also a handy widget that you can put on your home for easy access. The app can optimize your phone's performance by regaining lost memory by
automatically closing applications when a certain condition is met. It can also protect your privacy by protecting your browser history, SMS threads, and search history. Try some or all the best speed these apps reminders for Android and view they live up to their promise to make your Android run faster
and pain. Tell us what you think of these apps when you ring off in the comments, or to vote in our poll below. [ll id=135] id=135]
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